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                                    BATAK
                                            Lite is
                                        now available for purchase
                                        or hire
                                    

                                    For
                                        enquiries/orders, email us at dnsolo@gmail.com 
or call us today:
                                          07976 794753

                                    BATAK
                                            Lite is ideal for
                                        Performance Training and Leisure
                                        Professionals since it
                                        can easily be transported to any
                                        venue using a standard
                                          Estate/Hatchback car or medium
                                          sized MPV.

                                      
                                      
                                      BREAKING NEWS... We are now the exclusive supplier 
                                        of the BATAK Lite machines to the Ministry of Defence (MOD). They have recently purchased 18 x BATAK Lite machines to enhance their Training and Recruitment activities.

                                    
                                    Click
                                            here
                                        to see the BATAK Lite Gallery

                                    
                                      
                                        Click
                                          here to see BATAK Lite
                                        being played by one of our clients in
                                        the Czech Republic.

                                    
                                            The BATAK Lite machine
                                        improves Reaction, Hand-Eye Co-ordination
                                        and Stamina by enabling users to train
                                        under simulated 'sports like'
                                        conditions, whilst also providing an
                                        element of fun and competition that is
                                        so often lacking in training. 

                                    	[image: ]	The
                                                BATAK Lite framework
                                              is manufactured from
                                              strong and highly polished
                                              stainless steel and can be wall-mounted or made free
                                                standing using its
2 x Support Legs (included).


                                    BATAK
                                          Lite is
                                        ideal for... 

                                    
                                           - Gyms (including Home
                                        Gyms)

                                    
                                           - Schools and Sports
                                        Colleges

                                    
                                           - Universities

                                    
                                           - Police and Army
                                        Training

                                    
                                           - Recruitment Events

                                    
                                           - Fitness Coaches

                                    
                                           - Personal Trainers

                                    
                                           - Correctional
                                        Facility Fitness Training

                                    
                                           - Physiotherapists

                                    
                                           - Leisure
                                        professionals

                                    

                                          BATAK Lite Configuration

                                    Eight
                                        'visually bright' LED numbered targets
                                        are put under the control of a dedicated
                                        microcomputer. 

                                    Depending
                                        on the selected program the targets may
                                        be lit up in random or
                                        repetitive ways. 

                                    Hits
                                        and misses are timed and scored on two
                                        centrally located LED displays.

                                    Verbal
                                        instructions are issued to the
                                        participating Player during the exercise
                                        as appropriate...
(e.g. "Get
                                        Ready"..."Go"..."Time Out"...etc.)

                                    

                                          Technical Specifications

                                    The
                                        BATAK Lite framework is
                                        manufactured from strong, highly
                                        polished stainless steel.

                                    The
                                        equipment weighs around 45kg including
                                        its free standing feet (27kg frame
                                        only).

                                    The
                                        approximate overall space requirements
                                        (in millimetres) are:

                                    a)
                                        Wall Mount - 1143(w) x 130(d) x 1410(h)

                                    b)
                                        Free Standing - 1143(w) x 950(d) x
                                        1800(h)

                                    It's
                                        best to allow a playing space of 1 metre
                                        in front of the machine.

                                    World
                                        Wide power supply 90-240 Volts A.C. or
                                        Direct 12V Vehicle Battery Input with a
                                        special Adaptor.

                                    The
                                        play interface operates at 12 volt DC
                                        for total player safety.

                                    8
                                        x high intensity LED targets.

                                    2
                                        x LED (3 Digit) Score and Time Displays
                                        (ideal for spectator viewing).

                                    7
                                        x BATAK Lite routines
                                        are supplied as standard. 

                                    A
                                        totally dedicated microcomputer and
                                        digital sampled speech and sound effects
                                        guide the player through each session.

                                    

                                    FAQs

                                    What
                                          are the benefits of using BATAK Lite?

                                    
                                            - Improves reaction time

                                        

                                          -
                                            Enhances
                                            Hand-Eye Co-ordination

                                        

                                          -
                                            Boosts stamina and fitness
                                          levels

                                        

                                          -
                                            Minimum
                                            space requirements

                                        

                                          -
                                            Variable speed accommodates
                                          users 
     of all ages and sexes

                                        

                                          -
                                            No
                                            special kit required

                                        

                                          -
                                            Simple rules - easy to use

                                        

                                          -
                                            Bright
                                            LED Displays showing Time and Score
                                        

                                        

                                          -
                                            Can be wall-mounted or free
                                          standing

                                        

                                          -
                                            Easily
                                            transportable to any venue

                                    

                                          Can BATAK Lite be battery powered?

                                    BATAK
                                          Lite can be run from a
                                        standard 12v vehicle battery. As an optional extra, we can provide you with a battery adaptor cable.

                                    

                                          Does BATAK Lite come with a manual?

                                        

                                        There is a manual
                                        for the standard machine which explains
                                        everything you need to know.

                                    

                                          Can I hire a BATAK Lite machine?

                                    Yes,
                                        we offer a BATAK Lite
                                        hiring service.
                                        


                                          Do you provide a Warranty?

                                    
                                        Yes, we provide a 12 month Warranty on the 
BATAK Lite machines and Technical Support via email.

                                        

                                          Do you provide discounts?

                                    
                                        We can offer discounts on volume orders only of 
5+ BATAK Lite machines, please contact us for a 
volume quotation.
    
                                    

                                          How can I make the payment?

                                    We can accept payments via BACS, Internet Banking
or Bank Wire Transfers.
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